NEXCO is a cryptocurrency exchange that solves the problem of having to open several accounts. Since through our platform you can manage and operate multi-platform. Through the integration api of each platform, thus having control of each account through only one.

The first intuitive live trading platform, where you can do: market analysis, buy and sell cryptocurrencies in real time. NEXCO offers you real-time trading on our platform you will have access to more than 2,100 cryptocurrencies, where you can trade in real time, buy and sell.

Our system is connected via API to important and famous platforms:

Thanks to our platform you will be able to operate online safely, by the SHA512 security encryption. Thanks to this encryption that makes security possible, our platform provides security and trust for our investors and partners.
HERE ARE SOME OF THE FEATURES OF OUR PLATFORM:

• It has more than 2100+ cryptocurrencies available
• Live trading
• Get your wallet balance
• Buy / sell crypto
• Advanced currencies page
• Depth graph
• Order book
• Private blockfolio
• Advanced trader chart candlesticks
• Fully customizable technical indicators.
• 10 technical indicators
• Fully customizable technical indicators (parameters, color, line)
• Coin history data from 1 minute to 5 months
• Real time data
• Live trends on the graph
• Detailed market analysis
• News and social networks
• Watch list
• Heat map
• Superior movements
• Live market (sell / buy) with market balance
• Calculator (cryptocurrency <=> currencies)
• Up to 6 graphics on the board
• 9 types of panels available

DEFINE SIMPLIFIED STRATEGIES

With our technology you will be able to analyze the charts, you will be able to open operations in real time. (What You See Is What You Trade) You can intuitively create your own automated trading strategy.

POWERFUL BLOCKS

We offer simple logic traders, market indicators, value triggers, enhanced technical analysis, media sentiment mining, and deep learning predictions; All of this will help build your flows and create automated winning strategies.
Compare your strategies through real-time sandboxes and massive Kryll.io back-testing capabilities (250 pairs, 1-second rate, 6-month data history ...).

The funds raised from our presale will go towards the launch of Nexco trading our platform. Currently the platform is created and can be visited at https://exchange.nexco.es

NEXCO Trading Platform

The NEXCO trading platform will be assigned 55.3% of the capital raised. For the proper functioning of the platform, new updates and a higher performance thereof, since technical maintenance and also administrative support, among others, must be covered.

Business Development and Marketing

32.6% of the pre-sale funds this will go to business development and marketing. In order for our company to reach more people, and to attract more investors, NEXCO is a new platform and we have to invest in marketing. The marketing and advertising department will have a great job and will have to apply a great effort to develop good marketing, new strategies will be applied every day. An important part will also be invested in the promotion of our NEXCO cryptocurrency for a certain period of time.

Legal costs

5.4% of the capital raised will be used to obtain the NXC token, and to be the regulations of the company and its possessions.
Property structure and securities rights

NXC Profit Sharing Token

The NXC token (a BEP-20 token on the Binance Smart Chain blockchain). It will be the first of the tokens, for participation in NEXCO projects. Where the mechanism will be implemented, so that each of the person who makes Holders. May they receive profit. This Token will be the first and most important, since they will be contracting platform to maximize income. Where you will choose an investment plan, the longer you make holders, the more the% of income. It can only be done with NXC, through a verified signature contract. A system will also be being built where the profits will be implemented, and it will be connected to a private system in order to distribute the profits to the token holders.

Contract address:

0x4d67036b802bb183ac0afc4cc
a124654f48afccd

Anyone considering putting more than $ 5K USD into the campaign, feel free to contact us at: support@nexco.es and we will be happy to give a personal view of the project and answer specific questions regarding the project, NXC token or any other topic. relevant.
The NXC token will distribute up to 40% of the earnings of the investment platform.

All earnings data from the aforementioned sources will be made publicly available to our users. An intelligent contract/oracle system will autonomously use this public information to distribute 40% of the profits to the NXC token holders on a regular basis (the profits are calculated in USD and the equivalent is paid in BNB).

People who contribute to our campaign will receive the NXC profit sharing token, according to the presale price detailed below:
People could contribute to the project. Buying your token in any of the three rounds. With the availability of 80% of the tokens the remaining 20% will remain for marketing, the security of the platform and other unforeseen events.

"NXC Profit Sharing Token."

Sales round

1. TOKEN: 40,000,000 NXC price: 0.01 USD
2. TOKEN: 40,000,000 NXC price: 0.03 USD
3. TOKEN: 60,000,000 NXC price: 0.06 USD

TOTAL TOKEN for Sale: 400,000,000 NXC

TOTAL SUPPLY: 500,000,000 NXC

With your collaborations, we can not only offer a Token but help the NEXCO community, and other people in general. And to be able to build great things together.
In OUR ROADMAP all the important dates of the project are detailed. Since it’s the pre-sale launch, we mention it because of how long a round lasts. This would define the time to start the next, the life time of each round would be a period of at least 1 month, to start the next. Bearing in mind that if it ends before the scheduled date, it will have to start the next one that same day.
Future plans
Banking on Crypto

NEXCO will be a trading platform that will offer exchange services between cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies.

NEXCO CARD

The only card that will allow you to spend the value of your digital assets without having to sell them. Get an instant refund on all purchases and take advantage of flexible payment options.
The Ultimate Security for Your Digital Assets

Withdraw your money instantly

Withdraw your money cryptocurrencies
we'll launch nexco bank very soon.